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arrogant nephew, Frederick the Great, gave the support of
England to Maria Theresa. The foremost claimant of the
Habsburg Dominions and the chief aspirant to the Imperial
title was Charles Albert of Bavaria, who was now supported
by France and Prussia because both these Powers wished
to see the Austrian possessions partitioned to their own
advantage. This feud between Austria and England on the
one hand and Prussia and France on the other1 was com-
plicated by a recurrence of hostility between Elizabeth
Farnese and Austria. Elizabeth, having established Don
Carlos in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies by the Treaty of
Vienna of 1738, now designed to win for her younger son,
Don Philip, a duchy in Northern Italy at the expense of
Austria,2 and she therefore advanced the claim of Philip V
of Spain, her husband, to the whole Habsburg Dominions.
The centre of the War of the Austrian Succession was
clearly European, but the real interest of England was the
naval and overseas conflict with France and Spain, for
English trading and colonial aspirations were already
leading to fierce rivalry and some sharp conflicts in America,
the West Indies and in India. In 1746 both Pitt and Bedford,
then First Lord of the Admiralty, were urging an attack on
Quebec, the latter advocating this as advantageous to our
trade, as a step towards the security of our colonies and as
a blow against the commercial and naval position of France.3
The statement of the Earl of Chesterfield is also significant
that <e our new acquisition of Cape Breton is become the
darling object of the whole nation: it is ten times more so
than ever Gibraltar was."4
^e ^ar " Pro^uced few very obvious results: it has no
War,	heroic figures except Frederick and Maria Theresa;  its
generals, except Frederick and perhaps Daun and Marshal
Saxe, were second-rate and the contemporary politicians were
1	Note that England was never officially at war with Prussia,
and France did not formally declare war on England until 1744.
2	Don Philip was established in the Duchy of Parma, which was
ceded, by Austria, in 1746,
3	Hotblack, Chatham's Colonial Policy, p. 46,
* Earl of Chesterfield to Robert Trevor, August 13, 1745,   Cited
from Leadam, Polit. Hist, of Eng,, vol. ix., p..590,

